Citizen

Meeting
Date

Racial Packing

Incumbency

Functional Analysis

Referencing the Florida
Legislature and their ability
Potential racial
Proposed
to conduct a formal
packing primarily in
redistricting maps functional analysis, why has
council districts 7, 8,
have been drawn to the City of Jacksonville
9, & 10 and
protect incumbents been unable perform such
communities of
an analysis to determine
and have not
interest are not being
the percentage required in
allowed for
taken into
competitiveness for certain communities of
consideration when
interest in order to allow
candidacy.
districts are drawn.
voters to elect candidates
of their choice?

Joy Burgess

1/27/2022
2/3/2022
2/10/2022
2/17/2022

Y

Y

Y

Daniel Henry

1/27/2022
2/3/2022
2/10/2022
2/17/2022

Alexander Watkins

2/3/2022
2/10/2022
2/17/2022

Y
Y
Y

Y

Cole Gabriel

1/27/2022

Y

Y

Greg Winters

1/27/2022

Executive Summary

Ad Hoc Committee/
Lack of Information and 2030 Redistricting
Independent Authority
Transparency
Process

Voting Age vs
Total Population

An executive summary
is needed that can be
referred to when
preparing for the next
redistricting process.

Hire an independent
authority for the next
redistricting process in
Lack of engagement with 2030. The committee
Create a citizen ad‐hoc
should review the
the citizens of the
committee which would
community, and how this merits of the
allow citizens to be involved information and the
redistricting process
in the redistricting process. totality to the process has and possible
amendments or
been made available.
changes to the charter
should be taken into
consideration.

Voting age population
should only be
counted to ensure
that population parity
between council
districts.

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Logical, Compact or
Split Neighborhoods

The community of
Marietta is divided
among three districts 8,
9, and 12. Requesting
that the committee not
split neighborhoods.

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Citizen

Meeting
Date

Racial Packing

Incumbency

Functional Analysis

Referencing the Florida
Legislature and their ability
Potential racial
Proposed
to conduct a formal
packing primarily in
redistricting maps functional analysis, why has
council districts 7, 8,
have been drawn to the City of Jacksonville
9, & 10 and
protect incumbents been unable perform such
communities of
an analysis to determine
and have not
interest are not being
the percentage required in
allowed for
taken into
competitiveness for certain communities of
consideration when
interest in order to allow
candidacy.
districts are drawn.
voters to elect candidates
of their choice?

Eric Parker

Ad Hoc Committee/
Lack of Information and 2030 Redistricting
Independent Authority
Transparency
Process

Voting Age vs
Total Population

An executive summary
is needed that can be
referred to when
preparing for the next
redistricting process.

Hire an independent
authority for the next
redistricting process in
Lack of engagement with 2030. The committee
Create a citizen ad‐hoc
should review the
the citizens of the
committee which would
community, and how this merits of the
allow citizens to be involved information and the
redistricting process
in the redistricting process. totality to the process has and possible
amendments or
been made available.
changes to the charter
should be taken into
consideration.

Voting age population
should only be
counted to ensure
that population parity
between council
districts.

2/3/2022

1/27/2022
2/17/2022

Thomas Martin

1/27/2022

Nancy Stats

1/27/2022

Jane Kosut

1/27/2022

Trya Smude

1/27/2022
2/17/2022

Logical, Compact or
Split Neighborhoods

The community of
Marietta is divided
among three districts 8,
9, and 12. Requesting
that the committee not
split neighborhoods.

Y

2/10/2022
2/17/2022

Sam Cooley

Executive Summary

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Suzanne Barker

1/27/2022

Y

Bill Lewis

1/27/2022

Y

Michael Anderson

1/27/2022
2/3/2022

Y
Y

Citizen

Meeting
Date

Racial Packing

Incumbency

Functional Analysis

Referencing the Florida
Legislature and their ability
Potential racial
Proposed
to conduct a formal
packing primarily in
redistricting maps functional analysis, why has
council districts 7, 8,
have been drawn to the City of Jacksonville
9, & 10 and
protect incumbents been unable perform such
communities of
an analysis to determine
and have not
interest are not being
the percentage required in
allowed for
taken into
competitiveness for certain communities of
consideration when
interest in order to allow
candidacy.
districts are drawn.
voters to elect candidates
of their choice?

Executive Summary

Ad Hoc Committee/
Lack of Information and 2030 Redistricting
Independent Authority
Transparency
Process

Voting Age vs
Total Population

An executive summary
is needed that can be
referred to when
preparing for the next
redistricting process.

Hire an independent
authority for the next
redistricting process in
Lack of engagement with 2030. The committee
Create a citizen ad‐hoc
should review the
the citizens of the
committee which would
community, and how this merits of the
allow citizens to be involved information and the
redistricting process
in the redistricting process. totality to the process has and possible
amendments or
been made available.
changes to the charter
should be taken into
consideration.

Voting age population
should only be
counted to ensure
that population parity
between council
districts.

Sherrie McKenzie

1/27/2022

Y

Michelle Hollie

1/27/2022

Y

Gloria Einstein

2/3/2022

Pat Wojciechowski

2/3/2022

Y

Judy Skeklin

2/3/2022

Elizabeth Sams

2/3/2022

LaShonda Holloway

2/3/2022

Tim Vergens

2/3/2022

Janie Jones

2/10/2022

Michael Ludwick

2/10/2022

Rosemary McCoy

2/10/2022

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

The community of
Marietta is divided
among three districts 8,
9, and 12. Requesting
that the committee not
split neighborhoods.

Y

Y

Ted Hornoi‐Centerwall 2/3/2022

Logical, Compact or
Split Neighborhoods

Citizen

Meeting
Date

Racial Packing

Incumbency

Functional Analysis

Referencing the Florida
Legislature and their ability
Potential racial
Proposed
to conduct a formal
packing primarily in
redistricting maps functional analysis, why has
council districts 7, 8,
have been drawn to the City of Jacksonville
9, & 10 and
protect incumbents been unable perform such
communities of
an analysis to determine
and have not
interest are not being
the percentage required in
allowed for
taken into
competitiveness for certain communities of
consideration when
interest in order to allow
candidacy.
districts are drawn.
voters to elect candidates
of their choice?

Lanelle Phillimon

2/10/2022

Y

Sharmin Smith

2/10/2022

Y

Rodney Hurst, Jr.

2/17/2022

Anthony Brown

2/17/2022

Carnell Oliver

2/17/2022

Y

Jessica Ransome

2/17/2022

Y

Y

Y

Alejandra Granada

2/17/2022

Y

Y

Y

Therese Gamble

2/17/2022

Y

Perez McClain

2/17/2022

Patrice Dimontague

2/17/2022

Velma Roundsville

2/17/2022

Leola Williams

2/17/2022

Executive Summary

Ad Hoc Committee/
Lack of Information and 2030 Redistricting
Independent Authority
Transparency
Process

Voting Age vs
Total Population

An executive summary
is needed that can be
referred to when
preparing for the next
redistricting process.

Hire an independent
authority for the next
redistricting process in
Lack of engagement with 2030. The committee
Create a citizen ad‐hoc
should review the
the citizens of the
committee which would
community, and how this merits of the
allow citizens to be involved information and the
redistricting process
in the redistricting process. totality to the process has and possible
amendments or
been made available.
changes to the charter
should be taken into
consideration.

Voting age population
should only be
counted to ensure
that population parity
between council
districts.

Logical, Compact or
Split Neighborhoods

The community of
Marietta is divided
among three districts 8,
9, and 12. Requesting
that the committee not
split neighborhoods.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Citizen

Meeting
Date

Racial Packing

Incumbency

Functional Analysis

Referencing the Florida
Legislature and their ability
Potential racial
Proposed
to conduct a formal
packing primarily in
redistricting maps functional analysis, why has
council districts 7, 8,
have been drawn to the City of Jacksonville
9, & 10 and
protect incumbents been unable perform such
communities of
an analysis to determine
and have not
interest are not being
the percentage required in
allowed for
taken into
competitiveness for certain communities of
consideration when
interest in order to allow
candidacy.
districts are drawn.
voters to elect candidates
of their choice?

Jennifer Cowart

2/17/2022

Y

Y

Ben Frazier

2/17/2022

Y

Y

Executive Summary

Ad Hoc Committee/
Lack of Information and 2030 Redistricting
Independent Authority
Transparency
Process

Voting Age vs
Total Population

An executive summary
is needed that can be
referred to when
preparing for the next
redistricting process.

Hire an independent
authority for the next
redistricting process in
Lack of engagement with 2030. The committee
Create a citizen ad‐hoc
should review the
the citizens of the
committee which would
community, and how this merits of the
allow citizens to be involved information and the
redistricting process
in the redistricting process. totality to the process has and possible
amendments or
been made available.
changes to the charter
should be taken into
consideration.

Voting age population
should only be
counted to ensure
that population parity
between council
districts.

Y

Y

Y

Logical, Compact or
Split Neighborhoods

The community of
Marietta is divided
among three districts 8,
9, and 12. Requesting
that the committee not
split neighborhoods.

